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Abstract

aircraft as points moving along straight l i e s with constant velocity, and we model the air traffic controller
as an action which can provide instantaneous heading
and velocity changes t o each aircraft. Aircraft are constrained to remain separated from each other hy a minimum safety distance; we use 5nm,lateral separation
here. The kind of constraint that we are interested in
satisfying is a "metering constraint", which means that
the time between aircraft arrivals at the exit point of
a sector is constrained to be not less than AT seconds,
where AT is dictated by capacitiesof sectors or landing
capacities of the destination airport. We derive solutions to the following two flow problems:

We present a model for analyzing and simulating the
propagation of delays through several sectors of the
Oakland Air Route Traffic Control Center. Aircraft
are represented as points moving along straight lines
with constant velocity, and the air traffic controller is
modelled as an action which can provide instantaneous
heading and velocity changes to each aircraft. If the
controller action is restricted to one velocity change
per aircraft, we show that the problem of computing
the time that the controller action must be applied in
order to achieve an exact metering constraint on the
spacing between aircraft, may be solved analytically.
More generally, the problem of computing the time that
controller action must be applied on each aircraft, in
order to satisfy a metering constraint and minimize the
overall arrival time, may be posed and solved as a linear program. We show that cases involving beading
change may be solved analytically using the theorem
prover STeP. Finally, we validate our results through
our simulator of air traffic control action in the Oakland Center.

1.Giuen a metering constmint of AT, compute a controller policy which will force groups of aircraft to exactly satisfy the metering constraint at the sector ezit
point (each a i m f t is sepamted by exactly AT) while
maintaining separation;
2.Giuen a metering constraint of AT, compute a controller policy which provides at most one ainmjt every
AT while maintaining separation, and minimizes the
ouemll an.iual time of the aircraft within each group.
We solve the first problem analytically for a single v e
locity change (we obtain a closed form solution), the
second we solve using a linear program (LP), and thus
obtain a numerical solution. Methods based on analytical models (which we will denote here as formal methods) are provably correct by design. This is in sharp
contrast with simulation, which proves a result only for
the parameters and initial conditions simulated. For
example, the works of Feron and Bilimoria [I, 21 provide an analytic framework, upon which the authors
build tools assess throughput and safety of the flows
they investigate. Other works investigate the impact
of decentralized control on air traffic Row and airspace
capacity 13, 4, 51. We demonstrate how the analv&al
be =tended using the deductive ;he
rem prover sTep
Twnpord prover, see b1).
We compare our results with those from simulation,
using a Sector controller which has a "myopic" view each
can only see and control aircraft within
its own sector. The simulated controller attempts to
minimize a cost function, which encodes a set of uriorities for the controller: ensuring that loss of separation
(LOS) never happens is highest priority, attempting to

1 Introduction

We are interested in constructing modehind methods
to study delay propagation in the National Airspace
System. In particular, we are interested in estimating
the capacity of sectors of airspace, and in understanding how this capacity is locally influenced by the sector
air traffic control. In this paper, we restrict our study
to several sectors within the Oakland Air Route Traffic
Control Center (ARTCC) in Fremont, CA. We model
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Figure 2: Hybrid automaton representing the actuation of
controller on a single aircraft. Each of the
eight modes represents one possible state of the aircraft. The arrows joining these states are the mode
switches, initiated by the controller.
one

Figure 1: Airspace modeled by our simulator. The data modeled comes from FACET (71 as well as JE?PI?SEK
high altitude enroute charts [9].
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meet the metering condition is of second highest priority, and efficiency criteria, such as delay minimization, are included at lower priority. We are currently in
the process of validating this simulator against ETMS
data [7, 81. The simulation thus attempts to imitate
the actions of a real controller; and the comparison between our analytical (and linear programming) results
and the simulator results allows us to consider our analytic models as representative of reality. In Section 2,
we present the model and simulation, in Section 3 we
present our analytic results. The results in STeP for
extending this analysis is presented in the Appendix.
Finally, we describe our current work in using validated
abstractions of this sector model as building blocks in
a model of several networked sectors.
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Here, N denotes the number of aircraft in a given sector. Each term in the sum consists of a penalty: the
respective subscripts ”LOS”, “breach”, “man”, “delay”, ‘‘single move” respectively stand for loss of separation, breach of boundary condition, maneuver, delay,
and single maneuver. These penalties are: the number
.Los of losses of separation, the squared breach times
of miles-in-trail constraints, the costs of each individual
maneuver, the difference between predicted and actual
time of arrival (TOA) at destination, the number of
maneuvers. The logic of the air traffic controller is
modeled as foUows: the highest priority is t o maintain
separation, the next highest priority is to meet the m e
tering constraint, the rest of the penalties reflect equal
and lowest priority:
WLOS

2 Simulations

-

>> Wbreaeh io5 >> Wdelay * 1

Each sector controller takes input flight plans within
his own sector and attempts to generate a conflict-free
environment according to the cost function and weights
above. Each sector in the set of five that we are considering is actuated according to the minimum of J for
the aircraft in that particular sector.

We have created a simulator of air traffic’flow in sectors 13, 15, 32, 33, 34 (see Figure 1; ZOA indicates
Oakland Center). Full details of the model, as well as
implementation details are given in [E]. This simulator
attempts to imitate air traffic controller behavior by using a simple hybrid automaton model for each aircraft.
Each aircraft is modeled as a system with eight possible modes, depicted in Figure 2: three different speeds,
shortcuts or detours between jetways, two types of vector for spacing, and holding patterns. The maneuvers
minimize a cost function designed to match controller
priority in selecting the maneuvers:

3 Analytical solutions t o metered Rows
In order to assess analytically how quickly a jetway
can become saturated with aircraft, we create a simple
model of merging flow. So far, we only deal with “quasi
one-dimensional” flows, but the long term goal of this
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Figure 3: Shock construction (which represents the solution t o the maximal throughput problem). The
aircraft trajectork are represented in the ( q t )
plane. They originate at t = 0 from the horizontal axis (white circle on each trajectory). After
some amount of time, the aircraft is switched t o
speed g at location (z~wi'ch,t~w'tcl')
(shaded circle
on each trajectory). Ultimately they reach le
thei,
entrance of TRACON (black circle).

- g(taet- (i - 1)ATO"')

=

(3)

picted in Figure 3. An example is depicted in Figure
4. The benefit of this formulation is that equation (2)
gives an analytic solution to any set { a ~ } i c ~ r , thus
N~,
providing a switching policy to apply, and a proof hy
design that this procedure is safe (if the aircraft are
originally separated by more than 5 nm, they will always be). However, the condition that each aircraft
reaches xex exactly at the time prescribed is restrictive
(what is important is the flow rate hut not the actual
crossing times). Therefore it would be of greater use to
pose the problem as follows: Given {ap}icp,~l,compute the switching policy which provides at most one
aircmft every AToUtat z
,, while maintaining separotion, and minimizes the am'ual time of aircmfl N .

(1)

&-Xt--(i-l)AL-a~

v-3

+

z:Witcr'
=

AL < ay - ay+,
(&,E<(&+

(2) for a given set [ a y ) satisfying (I) for all i E [l,NJ. The shock therefore vanishes (here at time t=3500 sec.). In this case (3) is
satisfied, and we thus see that:
< zIwitch
it1 ?
and T'"j'* < t:;ikh, i.e. the shock moves downstream. At t = 3500, it vanishes. We see that
,Ewitch < t'', which means that in order to meet
the metering conditions, action from the controller
has t o be taken prior to arrival of aircraft 1 at r e x .

When this condition is met, the switching time and
switching point of aircraft i are given by:
qw'tcl,

U

Figure 4: Shock obtained by

Here, ay is the position of aircraft a at t = 0, be is related
to the switching time by t;'"""" = (bi-a4)/(i3-E), and
needs to be computed in order to satisfy required metering conditions. We are interested in solving the following problem: Find the switching point and switching
time (zYwitch,
qwitch)
of eoch aircraft i so that each aircmft crosses the ezit point zexof the sector at ezoctly
tact + (i - l)AToUt. For a given set of initial conditions {a:}it~l.Njrit can be shown quite easily that this
problem is feasible if for all i:

2 zeX- U(tRCt- (i - l)AToUt)

1+1

et" *

< Zgwiteh

e""*)points is de-

z;(t) = a: + et t E [o, tqwiteh]
zi(t) = bi +Et t E [tiwitch,tact + (i - l)AToUtJ

ay

qwitch<
z!witch

The construction of the (z:witch,

approach is to he able to formulate multidimensional
flows in the same way. The following scenario is investigated: N aircraft are converging at high velocity B to
a jetway junction and "pile up" (meaning, fly at the
minimal allowed separation, one behind the other) in
the order of their original (predicted) arrival time at
sector exit. The "piling up" process occurs by the controller slowing each aircraft to a lower velocity (before
or after the junction) in order to ensure that aircraft i
(where.2 E (1, NI) exits the sector at a prescribed time
tact+(i-l)AToYt. Here AToUtrepresents the metering
constraint (one aircraft every AToutseconds) imposed
at the exit of the sector, and tWtits time of activation,
defined as the time when the first aircraft exits the sector. The position of aircraft i in time is thus described
by two affine functions:

and ay _< z
,.

where AL := yAToUt.AL is the equivalent "miles-intrail" constraint corresponding to the ATou' throughput metering condition. It can be proved that if AL >5
nautical miles and ap-ay--l > 5 nautical miles, (2) preserves separation until zex (in fact indefinitely if the
aircraft do not change speed after zex). The location
of the (,;witch , tswitfh
*
) in space represents a wavefront.
Upstream from the wavefront, aircraft are at maximal
speed. Downstream from the wavefront, the aircraft
are "piled up" at low speed in order to cross the zex
boundary at Vet + (i - 1)AT'"' exactly. These results
give conditions on the inflow (i.e. on the set of ay)
for the wavefront to move toward the exit of the sector
(which means the tr&c jam will thus disappear):

-

~[lz.,-~#~~'-(i-IlAL--o~

This cannot be solved analytically as easily because
the arrival time of aircraft are now variables (i.e. are

(2)

U-"
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not set as in the previous formulation, but need to be
computed while satisfying constraints). However, this
problem may be posed as a linear program: minimize
the arrival time of aircraft N (a.), while separating the
2 (b.), with at most
aircraft by more than AT""' at ,
one switch between the initial position ay 5 zrx and
the exit zex (c.):
....

r a. Minimize 10..
. . .O. .-116.
b. Subject to
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Figure 6: Delay t i m h for Sour platoona OS Figure 5
where a' = [ay,. . . .a;lT and 6 = [bl ..... b ~ ] Note
~ .
that the FLHS of b. in the previous formula can be
changed to [ A T l , . . ,
in order to account for
time-varying boundary conditions. The advantage of
this formulation is the possibility to optimize an objective function (which is in the present case the arrival
time of the last aircraft in the platoon, see Figure 5); at
the price of a numerical solution. However this problem
bas been sufficiently well studied for us t o consider the
numerical results exact, modulo the accuracy provided
by the code. Anlexample of such construction is given
1cQx

[e

Figure 5:

areacmWkdhSw~ktandbTCcentw
7

platoons, and no breach in boundary conditions is observed (Figure 6 top and middle). The fourth platoon
is so large that its required domain of actuation goes
beyond the border of the Oakland ATC Center (Figure 5). We see, that as soon as the first switching
time crosses the sector boundary, the predicted first
time of actuation of the simulator becomes greater
than the time of the analytical solution (Figure 6, aircraft 28). All following aircraft cannot be actuated in
time and therefore breach the boundary condition by
an amount shown in Figure 6 center, which reaches
a steadv state after aircraft 35. The breach time in
the simulator can be predicted analytically and results from the imDossibilitv of the shock wave to travel
through the boundary of the sector. The best the simulator can do to meet the boundary conditions is to
slow down the aircraft as soon as they enter the Oakland airspace. Doing so produces a flow separated by
ALinfiowQ where ALineow = 18 nm is the initial s e p
aration of the aircraft. Since the requested separation
(for the metering conditions) at the exit of the sector
is ALoutflow= 20nm at maximal speed 8,the breach
time will be:

,
\

u u ~ c o n b ~ l ~ i n l n O . W ~ M A l C ~

Shocks obtained for four successive platoons of
aircraft using the linear programming formulation.
Only the last one exits the Oakland ATC center and
therefore generates a breach in metering conditions
shown in Figure 6.

i.e.
in Figure 5 with objective function [ - l , . .. ,
the sum of all aircraft arrha1 times is minimized. This
figure displays four platoons of aircraft subjected to a
18 miles in trail at maximal speed 8. The first three
platoons form three shocks which are included in the
airspace controlled by the Oakland Center (Figure 5).
The fourth clearly exits the controlled area, and the
solution indicates that the corresponding aircraft need
to be actuated prior to entry in the Oakland Center.

tbreaeh

1

v

= -1TALoutfiow
5!

V

- eVA L i n f i o w 1

The predicted breach time in the case of Figure 5 is
thus 14 sec. (which we verify on Figure 6). We now
list the benefits of the analytical model we provide.

.

Now applying this case to our simulator with velocity changes only, we are able to actuate the three first
770

1. The use of formu)= (1) and (2) provides a proof
by design of the switching P o h preserving w a r a t i o n
while meeting metering conditions for merging traffic.
This can be used on actual data for flight scheduling.
2. Forrnula (3) enables identification of upstream flows
which will potentially generate airspace saturation. It
enables classification of '?jamming flows" vs. "nonjamming flows".
3. The linear programming formulation of the previous

n

O

a

problem enables the same predictions of more general
flows [with platoons and holes), without analytical r+
sults but with guaranteed numerical accuracy.
4. Applications of these techniques include systematic computation of jamming times for jetway junctions
used for future models. For example, the jamming time
of a particular location zparticularon a jetway can be
computed by setting xqWitchto zparticula,
and solving
for the smallest i satisfying the second equation in (2).

4 Conclusion

We thus have provided two models to assess how long it
takes to saturate a given portion of airspace. We have
correlated these results with numerical results obtained
with our simulator thus assessing their applicability to
the real system. dur current interest is in producing
similar models for more complex flows and extracting
key parameters from the flow at sector level in order
to build a hieher scale model of the National Airmace
System. Werhus hope to be able to predict delay 1;ropagation in a wider area of the system.
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5 Appendix: formal proofs in STeP
The formulations of Section 3 are limited by their inherent simplistic geometty (quasi one-dimensional t r a c ) . In order to deai
with general Row configurations, it is possible M automate part

of the analysis using a theorem pmver (STEP)[6] to formally
pmve no loss of separation given certain maneuvers Below we
present a simple example used to asseas the feasibility of this
appmach and to illustrate the technique.

We model the junction of jetways 92 and 148 into 58 (taken to
be a etraight Line extension of jetway 148 for convenience) at
Coaldale (see Figure 1). We consider two aircraft: aircraft 1
appmaches Caddale from the e s t on jetway 148 and aircraft
2 approaches Coaldale from the south on jetway 92. If the relative positions of aircraft 1 and aircraft 2 are such that a 1 0 s
of separation might happen near Coaldale, aircraft 2 is rerouted

onto a shortcut bypassing Coaldale. The situation is depicted in
Figure 7. We cast the system in a hybrid automaton format consisting of both discrete actions (aircraft switching jetways) and
continmu8 components (the pasitions of the aircraft). A hybrid
transition system (HTS) X : ( V , 0 , 7 , C .A) consists of the following components (see [6]):
1. V a set of system variables, including both discrete, that is
modified according to discrete transitions, and continuous wiables, whose behavior is governed by differential equations. A
state of the system is a valuation of all variables.
a. e: an assertion over V characterizing initial states.
3. 7: a eet of discrete transitions. Each transition T is written
&s the combination of an enabling condition, an assertion that
characterizes the states in which the transition can be taken, and
a list of assignments to V, indicating the values in the next state
if the transition is taken.
4. C a set of constraints. Each constraint is an assertion over
V. Time can progress only if all constraints are true. Constraints
are used to force transitions to be taken.
A: a set of activities. where an activity consists of an
6.
enabling condition defined on discrete variables only, determining in which states the activity applies, and a set of differential
equations describing the behavior of the continuous variables.
A behavior of an HTS is

M infinite sequence of States (r :
ro,sl, ..., such that:
1. The state SO satisfies the initial condition e.
2. For all i
0 , mme transition 7 E 7,
takes the system from
8; to *#+I.

>

In this setting we model our system a follows:
1. V: the continuom variables are the positions of the two aircraft: ( q , v i ) , and (s2,ya) ranging over the reds. The discrete
variables are the jetways the two aircraft are currently on: j i
and j, taking value in { j w ~ sjwga.jwos).
,
and a clock c that
measures the time elapsed Since the initial position, or the last
transition taken.
2. 7:the system has four transitions, representing that ( i ) aircraft 2 turm from jetway 92 to jetway 148:

n : jl = jum A y2 = y, A j; = jw148
(ii) aircraft 2 turns from jetway 92 to the shortcut when loss of
separation could occur at point A in Figure 7:
j a = jwgz A j ; = jwo= A
zli 2 Z Z ; - 5 r . ( V I ; VZ; - 5) A

n:

(

2%

5 Ipi

+
+ 5 + r . ( V i ; -mi - 5) A
e = tt

- td

1

where r = (vgz= - v ~ ~ s . ) / v g a ~ (, z l i , ~ l iis) the initial pasition
of aircraft 1 (same for aircraft 2), the subscripts z and v on the
velocities “9.2, V i 4 8 and Vs8 represent the 2 and y components
of those velocities, tl is the time fmm the initial position until
potential loss of separation under the given conditions: 4 =
(yli - 82; - 5)/vgay, (z..vC) the coordinates of Coaldale, and
td is the prescribed lead time to switch before lass of separation
occurs; (iii) aircraft 2 turns from jetway 92 to the shortcut when
loss of separation OCCUTS between point A and Coaldale:

n:

(

j,

zii
C

= jwga

= jwoff A
(vi; - y ~ -i 5 ) A

A j:

5 zii + 5 f

v .

z i i 5 za; + 5 +I .(mi - vir) A
= (21; - 2% - 5)/(U92= - U148r) b

RI

ITns

:.

v;

Figure 7: RI to R4 represent the four regions investigated by

STeP for the proof (see Figure 8); r =
the boxes represent a square of 5nm used for conflict
detection. Jetways 58 and 148 are identical.

-

(iv) aircraft 2 merges from the shorcut to jetway 148 (jetway 58):
74 : j 2

= jw.r

A y2 = uc A j ;

.

Figure 8 : Invariance diagram far proving safety of the

The constraints are as follows: ( i ) Aircraft 2 must never get
to the north pf Coaldale:

5.

c1 : U? 5 Yo
( i i )when there could be a loss of separation at Coaldale, aircraft

2 must not stay on jetway 92 beyond a prescribed switching time

(which will be computed by this method and certified):

c, :

(jz
21;

= iwgz

A 11;

5 22; + 5 + V

? z2i - 5 + r . (yli - uti - 5) A
' (Ili - Y2i - 5 ) ) + C 5 f l - t d

and similarly for transition
4.

73

and

74.

The system has four activities, one per aircraft and jetway:

-+ ZI= ~ 1 4 8A ~91 = 0
= jwg2, + 6 2 = "sar A $2 = wwY
= jwon + 6 2 = v,n= A $1 = u o ~ v
A4 : j z = jw148 + 52 = ~ 1 4 8 . A y2 = 0
AI : jl = jw&
A2 : j,
A3 : j ,

The objective is to derive the control pollcy such that the two
aircraft, independent of their initial positions, maintain sufficient
separation. expressed by the invariant:
21 - z 2

>5

v

21 - 2 2

5

-5

v

U1 -g!2
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We prove this using an invon'nnee diogmm, a conci8e representation of a proof that a system satisfies an invariance property.
An invariance diagram is a directed graph consisting of a set of
ncdes N and a set of edges E, in which the nodes are labeled
with assertions. Associated with an invariancc diagrams are a
set of verification conditions:
Initiation: each initial state must be represented in the diagram: 0 -t p ( N ) where p ( N ) refers to the disjunction of the
assertions of all nodes in N .
Consacution: for each state in the diwram, its successor state
must also be in the diagram, that is, for each node n E N. for
each transition T E 7 and for each timestep allowed by the constrainta, p(n) A .(V,V') + p'(n) V p'(su.c(n)) where p(n)
refers to the assertion labeling node n, and p(succ(n)) refers to
the disjunction of the assertions labeling the succesyr nodes of
n. Primed values refer to the values of the variables in the next
state.
If all verification conditions associated with the diagram are
valid, then the system satisfies the property p ( N ) , and aut*
matically any property implied by p ( N ) . The diagram for the

air-

craft encounter. The four regions are constructed
manually. The rest of the pmof is realized by STeP.

= jw1m

system under consideration is shown in Figure 8. For lack of
space most of the wertions from the diagrani are omitted. For
this we have taken the following values for the parameters:
= -0.13, Vl4sy = 0, Uglr = -0.08, V92y 0.1
= -0.12. vonv = 0.05
91; = 60, zzi = 91, y t j = 15
ze = 57, yc = 60
which correspond to a speed of M = 0.85 at 33,OOOft and
V148r

v.nr

a

shortcut of 30'. AU distances are given in nm and velocities in
nm/s. Note that the initial position 21; is unspecified. The proof
covers all values of z1i E R. In fact this corresponds to aircraft 2
being 10 minutes from Coaldale, and aircraft 1 in a range of 10
to 12 minutes from Coaldale. The diagram proves that for dl
initial positions of aircraft 1 on jetway 148, that is for all values
of q;in the given range, for the given initial position of aircraft
2, for the given velocities, and for the prescribed maneuver of
switching M the shortcut, there exists a safe switch of aircraft 2
as long as it happens at least t d = 400 sec before Coaldale.
This example illustrates the initial feasibility of the use of STeP
as an automated analysis tm1 for this problem. Even more interesting is the fact that the complexity of the computation is
quadratic in the number of aircraft, and thus we feel that the
potential of STeP is good for automating the analysis of several
aircraft, which cannot be done by hand.

'Full proof available from the authors. Here is a quick sketch.
Nodes n l through n4 characterize'the four different regions
aircraft 1 would be in when aircraft 2 reaches point A. If aircraft 1
would be in region 2 or 3, aircraft 2 is switched onto the shortcut
by transitions n and 73 respectively. If the aircraft would be in
regions 1 or 4, no loas of separation will occur, because aircraft
1 is either well ahead (region 1) or well behind (region 4) when
aircraft 2 reaches point A. Therefore no switch B necessary, and
transition 71 is taken to transfer tn jetway 148.
Nodes ng and nl represent the states where aircraft 2 is on
the shortcut, and the remaining nodes represent the states where
both aircraft are on jetway 148.
For all nodes, the assertions labeling the nodes imply the p r o p
erty
2, - 2 2 2 5 v z1 - 5 3 5 -5 v 81 -ut 2 5

,

